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Twice-Baked Draft Potatoes
Increase your team's chances of getting early
picks by spending up to five (5) Franchise Points.
Cumulative. <INAUGURAL DRAFT ONLY USE>
2x chances - 1 FP
4x chances - 2 FP
8x chances - 3 FP
16x chances - 4 FP
32x chances - 5 FP
Pigs in a Blanket Multi-Year Discounts
Hire a team of Wall Street suits to negotiate
better long-term deals for your newly drafted
players. <INAUGURAL DRAFT ONLY USE> Comes in
three different varieties including:
Regular - Yr 2 @95%, Yr 3@ 90% - 2 FP
Zesty - As regular but Yr 4 @80% - 4 FP
Hellfire - As Zesty but Yr 5 @70% - 6 FP
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SALADS (INJURY MANAGEMENT)
ANYONE GOT A BANDAID?
Through the miracles of modern medicine you are
able to reduce by half the duration of injuries.
Comes in the Single Service or Party Pack sizes.
<USE ANYTIME IN-SEASON>
Triage Nurse reduces a single injury by 50% - 1 FP
Hyperbaric Chamber reduces team injuries for a
season by 50% - 5 FP

M* A* S* H* Unit
Arrange to have a player airlifted out for
emergency medical attention or have Radar,
Klinger and Hawkeye set up shop right at the
ballpark. <USE ANYTIME IN-SEASON>
Emergency Airlift Valet Service negates any injury
of up to 30 days - 2 FP
Bring Out the Paddles - negates any injury of any
duration - 4 FP

KEVLAR
Risk management experts are available to reduce
the likelihood and duration of injuries. <USE
PRESEASON ONLY>
Reduces the Injury Rating of up to 5 players by 1
(but never lower than J-1) - 2 FP/player
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SOUPS AND SANDWICHES (BALLPARKS)
BUILD IT AND HE WILL COME
Build Your Own Ballpark Kit comes with everything
except nachos. <USE PRE-SEASON ONLY>
Custom ballpark - 5 FP
NO ASSEMBLY REQUIRED
Don't want to get your hands dirty? Who can blame
you. Select one of billions of available historical
ballparks. Prices are based on how big a pain in
the ass they are to set up.
<USE PRE-SEASON ONLY>
Category A Parks - 3 FP
Category B Parks - 4 FP
Category C Parks - 5 FP
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Free-Range Cornish Game Hen
Enlist the services of Jesse Owens to act as a
running coach to enable up to three players to
improve by up to 2 points their baserunning
speed.<PRESEASON ONLY>
3-man tutorial (+1 Speed for 3 players) - 1
FP/player
Track Team (+2 speed for 3 players) - 2 FP/player
Ironman Training
Engage the services of drill instructor Ronald Lee
Emery to toughen up the ranks.<PRESEASON ONLY>
Increase a starting pitcher durability by 1 (rated 3
or 4 only) - 3 FP
Increase a relief pitcher durability by 1 (rated 2*
or 3* only) - 2 FP
I'll Make it Look Like a Bloody Accident
Skilfully placed banana peels and severed brake
lines to wonders to get that certain someone
major league experience while not playing. <USE
IN SEASON ANYTIME>
Opt to place an uninjured player on the 30-day or
60-day DL - FP = 2
Lifeline
Short on manpower as a result of injuries - no
problem. Pick up a replacement player. . <USE IN
SEASON ANYTIME>
Emergency Callup - 1 FP/player
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The Kate Upton Effect
Enjoy the amazing effect a big set of ... promoters
will have on your team. Player retention at its
best. <PRESEASON ONLY>
Improve odds of a single player re-signing or
agreeing to a contract extension by 5% - 2 FP

A Pair of Loaded Dice
Somewhat surprisingly not related to Kate Upton
once again, you can opt to pend Franchise Points
to get the player card that you want ... or at least
increase your odds. . <PRESEASON ONLY>
Add 10% likelihood of any season being selected
for a player card of your choice - 1 FP
Reject the selected player card and "reroll" a
different year - 1 FP
Hey Coach I Brought My Extra Glove
Feeling a little short at a position? Spend some
Franchise Points to add positional eligibility of
your choice to a player card (limited to actual
playing time and ratings at other positions). .
<PRESEASON ONLY>
Add one position of eligibility for a player - 3 FP
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DESSERTS
The Kate Upton Effect Part 2
Make it worth a player's while by giving them extra free time in the minors
and giving them something better to do without losing him to free
agency.
< SEASON ONLY>
Have a player waive his right to apply for free agency due to not meeting
playing time limits or spending too much time in the minors - 3 F P

